
The Winter Roundtable series 
Revenue Diversification for Associations 
With Bibiana Campos-Seijo,  
VP of C&EN Media Group, American Chemical Society. 



Agenda
11:00 Welcome and introductions around the table 
11:10 Quick preview of the 2020 State of Digital Publishing Market Report 
11:20 Bibi keynote 
11:35 Roundtable discussion of key topics 
12:25 Wrap up and close 



Who’s  
around  
the  
table?



Preview
2020 State of the Digital  
Publishing Market Report



We’re seeing steady growth in digital usage
With a visible Covid effect across the board since March



Dailies are winning on audience and engagement
Monthlies still have work to do to increase time spent



Phones and tablets account for 81% of online minutes
So mobile is where your audience is at

Source: UKOM

Source: Comscore



Live apps are super phone heavy
While digital editions are split between phone and tablets



The interviews
Face to face conversations  
with execs across news and  
consumer media



There’s optimism around the future of publishing
Overwhelmingly for the company, not as bullish for the industry



Subscriptions are the biggest challenge for all
Consumer mags focused on acquisition and news media on retention



Subs also driving growth for the coming year
With new products closely following. Ecommerce remains niche.



What are you thinking/excited about right now?
It’s all about reader revenue

“Retention is right at the top of 
almost everything I think about”

“I think we are 
more worried 
than excited”

“Increasing scale,  
increasing product choice that we sell, 
increasing active days amongst the members”

“Subscriptions,  
subscriptions,  
subscriptions”

“I think the correction that's happening - the move away from 
the race to the bottom in terms of programmatic advertising 
and the move towards meaningful long term relationships with 
our subscribers is long overdue and that's exciting”

“That the business believes in 
subscriptions at last”

“Shifting from a speed measured in 
years to one measured in months”

“The increased importance of 
digital especially due to current 
situation - it now has greater 
visibility from senior stakeholders”

“Despite all the covid crap 
there will be more appetite 
for doing stuff and 
accelerating faster.



Deep dive into delivery channels
Web, print, apps and events then dominate future strategy



The flow of content
News media are faster to shift from print-first workflows

Notes: 
Following Mark Thompson’s observation 
of his time at New York Times: “When I 
got there, we had a print newsroom, with 
a few digital people. They’d make a 
wonderful print newspaper out of which 
they could get a website. And my notion 
was, it’s exactly the opposite of that. We 
want to make a great smartphone news 
product out of which we can get a 
website. And then we can curate a great 
physical paper out of our website.” We 
wanted to know how it worked with the 
publishers we spoke to. 

With news media there was a good 
proportion of publishers who run a digital 
first operation, with one publisher truly 
app first then web then print. Consumer 
magazines almost all running a more 
traditional print first workflow. Higher score = higher priority

FirstSecondThird



Product development is largely data driven
Although the editor still holds great sway in news media



The role of tech continues to polarise
(Steve Jobs had a strong opinions about this one)



If you could snap your fingers and change anything…
“If I could turn back time, If I could find a way…”

“Create a single global digital 
identity for consumers”

“Improve the quality of the product and 
content that we publish (we've been focusing 
too much on cost cutting in the recent past) 
Every paper should be the best that we can 
product every time”

“Build a better monetisation model for local 
publishers - give them a chance to survive”

“I’d go back 10 years and stop the pursuit of scale for 
the sake of scale and help consumers understand the 
true value of high quality journalism”

“Platforms like Facebook would 
promote trusted content over 
misinformation/fake content”

“Make everything truly mobile first 
(it's currently still an afterthought)”

“I’d reduce the 
dominance of the 
big platforms” “That we took subscriptions more 

seriously earlier on”

“Tech giant regulation gets 
sorted out”
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Revenue Diversification for 
Associations

Winter Roundtable Series 



More questions than answers 



Selling native content...
      -How to make sustainable 
      -How to improve margins

 



Reinventing events
Pivot to virtual 



New revenue streams:
-Email courses

     -Data, insight and 
intelligence



Are we giving away too much 
to members?



Challenges: Talent
        Technology



Strengths:  Focus on quality
             Member loyalty



In a post-COVID world, what 
changes?



Topics
That we covered: 
• How are you selling native content in your association? Is it working? 
• Are we giving away too much to members? Should we be charging extra for some services? 

That we didn’t cover! (But that we could cover in a future discussion?) 
• Are events still able to generate decent revenue? How do they need to be reinvented? 
• In a post covid world, what changes? 
• Insight and intelligence – do they offer new revenue streams? 
• What other new revenue streams and business models should we be looking at? 
• Is there something we can learn from the news media’s success in membership models? 
• Talent – should we be hiring people from outside the industry to bring new ideas? 
• Technology – are there new technologies we should be looking at?


